
LEGAL LEAN

The recent release of Future’s “Dirty Sprite 2” project has been a huge com-
mercial success in the both the urban hip hop communities as well as within 
the suburban and commercialized hip hop communities. The recreational 
use of “dirty sprite” or “lean” has now reached a commercialized presence 
throughout the pop and hip hop community.

This new wave of recreational use of lean may be new to the pop audienc-
es, however, many hip hop enthusiasts have known about recreational 
lean use or “Texas Tea” or “Syrup” during its first introduction into hip hop 
culture through lyrics during the 1990’s. The “lean” drink is a combination 
of prometheizine or codeine that is mixed with Sprite and jolly ranch-
ers. This “purple drank” is now being legally availability to the masses. 
Although codeine and promethezine are prescription based drugs that 
have to be prescribed by a medical physician, there has been a legal alter-
nate of getting lean.

Legalleanstore.com is the official website for being able to purchase legal 
lean. Any other website maybe either counterfeit or non-authentic or you 
may not receive your product or order. Throughout the legal lean “sipping 
syrup” community, the Legalleanstore.com is the most reputable store with 
favorite reviews and customer satisfaction. LegalLeanStore.com is the offi-
cial distributor of Legal Lean Syrup, which is a brand new and revolutionary 
product that has been sweeping the hip hop community by storm.

Legal Lean has been getting a lot of positive reviews within the recreational lean community. Many 
of the consumers have been ordering from LegalLeanStore.com because of the taste, the euphoric 
feeling i leaves and because it is 100% LEGAL. I asked many customers why they liked Legal Lean and 
many loved the idea of the availability of the product, the product being 100% legal and the fact that 
the product is affordable and doesn’t require any prescriptions from a physician. But many people 
tested the LegalLean product and were amazed that it actually worked.

“holy sh*t...this stuff actually works.”
 -- Chris, Dayton, OH

“I passed my drug test...so i’m cool wit it...”
-- Renaldo, Fort Worth, TX

“I order 5 bottles every 2 weeks. I feel 
good. I sleep good....and it’s 100% Legal”

Jeremiah, Miami, FL

“I love the taste...but I love that it’s 100% 
legal and this is a way safer alternative 

than getting caught up in the streets.”
Ron, Detroit, MI

“I live in Utah and we can’t get our hands 
on anything. The best thing bout Legal 
Lean is that I can order it online and its 

100% safe and 100% legal.”
Mark, Provo, UT



Legal lean is a new mood enhancement drink designed to help you unwind after a stressful day. Also, you can cool down after 
a stimulating workout or kick back, relax and chill before bed. The balanced formula of herbs and nutrients promote a state of 
extended relaxation and euphoria. This euphoric state helps the body and mind find balance and tranquility. LegalLeanStore.
com and their team of experts have done countless trials to achieve the perfect natural mix. This great balance allows you to 
enjoy calming effects without sacrificing the taste. No matter the reason, order and sip on Legal Lean for your ultimate source 
or relaxation. In addition, Legal Lean is 100% legal and the users will pass their pass drug tests.

To conclude, Legal Lean is just like promethezine and codeine, but fortunately, Legal Lean is 100% legal and can be legally 
bought without a prescription. If you want to know more about Legal Lean, please visit us online at legalleanstore.com

Legal lean is a new mood-boosting drink designed to help you unwind after a stressful day. You can also cool down after a robust workout, or chill before bed. The balanced mixture of herbs and nutrients promotes a state of extended rest and euphoria. This helps the body and mind find balance. Our team of experts has done countless trials to achieve the perfect natural mix. Enjoy calming effects without sacrificing taste. Order today and sip on legal lean for your complete relaxation.

LeagaL Lean

www.LEGALLEANSTORE.cOm


